The degree to which genetics and the environment affect organismal development is an important question. *Ecological Developmental Biology* articulates this topic for today\'s researcher by integrating modern environmental issues such as climate change and pollution with disparate fields of modern biology. Geared towards those who have taken some college-level introductory biology coursework, the text is organized in three parts, which build upon one another. The first emphasizes molecular mechanisms related to how developing organisms interact with the natural world, the second expands these mechanisms in the context of mankind\'s effects on the environment, and the third emphasizes how various biological disciplines can work together to tackle these ideas. Fields of study that serve as common threads through each section include symbiosis/mutualism, epigenetics, and phenomics.

The text does not shy away from discussing the public policy-related implications of biotechnology, and the authors emphasize that science and policy must be taught as integrated disciplines. Also supporting this multidisciplinary angle are the \"Looking Ahead\" sections which conclude each chapter. Here, the authors clearly outline important questions in the field which provide good resources for those unfamiliar with certain subdisciplines.

However, this degree to which the authors aim to integrate policy and science also manifests itself in material that\'s a bit unorthodox for a science textbook, such as what\'s found in the appendices and \"Philosophical Coda.\" The appendices in particular are formatted less like the organized morsels of information found in most science textbooks and more as ethics and policy-based chapters that appear to have been mysteriously omitted from earlier sections. Additionally, there are at times clumsy commentaries, such as the authors\' assertion that environmentally induced modifications of the genome were formerly considered impossible, when more precisely the modern concepts of genetics and epigenetics have developed together since the early part of the 20th century. Lastly, while many controversial topics are well-outlined, such as the use of pesticides and BPA-containing plastics, others go mostly unmentioned, notably plant GMOs and their uses in agriculture.

Overall, *Ecological Developmental Biology* is a good companion for the undergraduate or graduate interested in dwelling not only at the crossroads of molecular and ecological-based biology, but also in fields of public policy and philosophy.
